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A first locus for isolated autosomal recessive optic
atrophy (ROA1) maps to chromosome 8q
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In contrast to the frequent dominant optic atrophies (DOAs) in which the neuropathy is usually an isolated
event, isolated recessive optic atrophies (ROAs) are very uncommon and have been described as severe
congenital or early infantile conditions. To date, two loci for isolated DOA have been mapped, of which
one was ascribed to mutations in the OPA1 gene. Conversely, no isolated autosomal ROA locus had
previously been localised. Here, we report a large multiplex consanguineous family of French origin
affected with an early onset but slowly progressive form of isolated OA. A genome-wide search for
homozygosity allowed the localisation of the disease-causing gene to chromosome 8q21–q22 (Zmax of
3.41 at h ¼ 0 for D8S270), in a 12 Mb interval flanked by markers D8S1702 and D8S1794. This localisation
excludes allelism of the disease with both isolated DOAs, on one hand, or all known syndromic forms of
ROA, on the other hand, supporting the mapping of a first gene for isolated autosomal ROA (ROA1) on the
long arm of chromosome 8.
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Introduction
Genetically determined optic atrophies (OAs) affect the
retinal ganglion cells, the retinal fibre layer or the
intraocular portion of the optic nerve. The process may
be focal (especially affecting the macular beam of the optic
nerve) or generalised.1 Autosomal dominant optic atrophies (DOAs) are the most common form of hereditary
optic neuropathy (prevalence 1:50 000). This genetic subtype is characterised by the loss of fibres of the central
retina leading to a caecocentral visual field scotoma.
Conversely, the peripheral visual field remains strictly
normal in advanced stages of the disease. Colour vision
is abnormal with frequently a blue – yellow defect. In
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addition to the long reported intra- and interfamilial
clinical variability of DOA, genetic heterogeneity has been
demonstrated as two loci have been reported: OPA1 (MIM
165500), by far the most frequent, on chromosome 3q28 –
q29, and OPA4 (MIM 605293) on chromosome 18q12.2 –
q12.3. OPA1 has been shown to be accounted for by
mutations in the Msp1 protein (MIM 605290).
In sharp contrast to DOA, in which the OA is usually an
isolated event, the recessive optic atrophies (ROAs) are
often multisystemic diseases involving the central nervous
system and other organs. So far, only two genes for
syndromic ROA have been identified: OPA3 (19q13.2 –
q13.3, 3-methylglutaconicaciduria type III, (606580)) and
WFS1 (4p16.1, Wolfram syndrome, (MIM 606201)). In
addition, one locus for syndromic ROA has been reported:
WFS2 on chromosome 4q22 – q24 (MIM 604928).
Compared to syndromic ROA, isolated autosomal ROAs
are extremely uncommon (MIM 258500).2,3 These cases
have been described as congenital or early infantile total
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OA, that is, with alteration of both macular and peripheral
bundles of the optic nerve resulting in the perturbation of
both central and peripheral areas of the visual field before
the age of 3 years. The visual impairment is severe:
nystagmus as well as a severe dyschromatopsia close to
achromatopsia are usually noted. A profound alteration in
visual acuity is almost always reported. Since their description, these observations have been largely dismissed or
overlooked.2,3 In 1992, Moller opened a debate about the
existence of these isolated forms of recessively inherited
simple OA and concluded that ‘a very clearcut welldocumented pedigree has yet to be published’.4
Here, we report a large multiplex consanguineous family
segregating true isolated autosomal recessive OA and the
mapping of the disease-causing gene on chromosome
8q21 – q22 (ROA1).
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Linkage analysis
Four markers containing short tracks of (CA)n repeats
flanking the OPA1 (3q28 – q29), OPA4 (18q12.2 – q12.3) and
3-methylglutaconicaciduria type III (OPA3, 19q13.2 –
q13.3) loci, as well as the two Wolfram syndrome loci,
WFS1 (4p16.1) and WFS2 (4q22 – q24), were chosen from
the Généthon Linkage Map5 on the basis of their
informativity (data not shown, available on request).
A genome-wide search for homozygosity was undertaken
with 382 pairs of fluorescent oligonucleotides of the
Genescan Linkage Mapping Set, Version II (Perkin-Elmer
Cetus) under conditions recommended by the manufacturer. The polymorphic markers have an average spacing
of 10 cM throughout the genome. Subsequently, all
family members were genotyped for markers AFM244td1,
AFM143yh4, AFMa083wg9, MFD185A, AFM165yb10,
MFD45A, AFMa226wb5, AFM094vb7, AFM281vd5 and
AFMa114xc9 at the D8S525, D8S1702, D8S1838, D8S167,
D8S271, D8S88, D8S1724, D8S1818, D8S1794 and D8S1699
loci on chromosome 8q21 – q22, respectively. Amplified
fragments were electrophoresed and analysed on an
automatic sequencer (ABI 3100, Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, USA). Linkage analyses were performed using M-LINK
and LINKMAP of the 5.1 version of the Linkage program6,7
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Materials and methods
Patients
A large multiplex consanguineous family of French origin
affected with isolated autosomal recessive OA (Figure 1)
was ascertained through the Ophthalmologic Consultation
of the ‘Hôpital des Enfants Malades’ of Paris. All family
members underwent general and ophthalmologic examinations. The blood of the family members was collected
and DNA was purified by phenol – chloroform extraction.
Prior to the present study, the hypothesis of Leber Optic
Neuropathy (LHON (MIM 535500)) was excluded by the
analysis of the mitochondrial DNA in another laboratory.
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Figure 1 ROA1 family pedigree and haplotype at the
8q21 – q22 region. Individuals available for typing are
indicated by the generated genotype data. The homozygote haplotype is squared for each patient. One
recombination event detected in V2, on one hand, and
loss of homozygosity detected in all patients, on the other
hand, enabled us to define a critical region between
D8S1702 and D8S1794, respectively.
(gene frequency estimated to 1/1000, penetrance ¼ 1). All
allele frequencies are available from the CEPH Database.

Screening for mutations of candidate genes
The 18, 10 and 3 exons of the b subunit of the cone
photoreceptor cGMP-gated channel gene (CNGB3 (MIM
605080)), the 2,4-dienoyl-coA reductase gene (DECR1
(MIM 222745)) and the pyruvate dehydrogenase phosphatase (PDP) gene, respectively, were amplified using specific
primers designed from the intronic sequences close to the
intron – exon junctions (not shown, available on request).
In addition, the 2 kb promoter sequence upstream of the
CNGB3 gene was amplified in four overlapping fragments
using specific primers (not shown, available on request).
Amplified PCR products were purified by phenol – chloroform extraction, recovered by ethanol precipitation and
directly sequenced using the Big Dye Terminator Cycle
European Journal of Human Genetics
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Figure 2 Visual field and colour vision testings in normal control and patient V4. Results of a normal individual (left column)
are compared with those of an affected patient (right column). (a) Dynamic perimetry using a Goldman apparatus to test the
visual field. Four isopters are represented (lines of equal retinal sensitivity). Note that the visual field of the patient is almost
normal, except for the existence of a relative and partial scotoma at II1. (b) Colour vision was tested using the D-15
Farnsworth’s panel. The circling line on the left indicates that the normal individual was able to harmoniously classify the D
colour chips 15, while the patient made a disorganised classification with confusion in the red – green axis.
Sequencing Kit V2 on a 3100 automated sequencer (ABI
Prism, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA).

Results
Clinical evaluation of isolated ROA family
We report a large multiplex consanguineous family of
French origin affected with isolated OA. In this family, 4/5
sibs (two males and two females) were affected with an
isolated, early onset but slowly progressive optic neuropathy. All four patients complained, upon examination, of
a visual impairment that could not be corrected by glasses
commencing between 2 and 6 years of age. At age 10 years,
V2 was thoroughly examined. These explorations, including fundus examination, fluorescein angiography, visual
European Journal of Human Genetics

field testing, colour vision analysis and electrophysiological recordings, led to the diagnosis of OA without retinal
degeneration. The three younger sibs displayed the same
phenotype (Figures 2a, b and 3a – c for V4 at age 32 years).
Currently, the patients’ ages range between 45 and 36
years. For all affected sibs, the progression of the disease
was very slow with visual acuity ranging from 1/10 to 2/10
for distant vision. Moderate photophobia and dyschromatopsia with red – green confusion are also noted. None
of the four patients were found to have nystagmus.
Both parents IV2 and IV3, as well as V1 underwent
complete ophthalmologic exploration and no symptom
of optic neuropathy was noted. It is worth noting that a
normal ocular pressure was measured for all affected and
nonaffected members of the family, as well as a normal
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Figure 3 Electroretinogram (ERG) and visual-evoked response (PEV) in patient V4. (a) ERG recordings showing a normal
retinal response for red, blue and white light-components, respectively. (b) Flash visually evoked response: the responses are
detectable but display atypical morphology for white, red and blue light components, respectively. (c) VER derived from
alternating checkerboard: the responses are badly detectable. Note the reduced amplitude measurements for the 15, 30, and
60, in check size, respectively.

cup/disc ratio of the optic disk. Neurological examination
failed to reveal any developmental failure, pyramidal or
extrapyramidal signs, ataxia or hearing loss. Along the
same lines, no alopecia, diabetes or any malformation was
noted, allowing the exclusion of all known syndromes
associated with autosomal ROA.
The four patients of the family were born to healthy
second cousins (Figure 1). This consanguinity associated
with (i) the existence of a common affected ancestor, (ii)
the absence of any affected individual in the common
branch, ruling out autosomal dominant inheritance with
incomplete penetrance, (iii) the transmission of the disease
gene through four healthy men (II2, III2, III3 and IV3),
ruling out X-linked inheritance and (iv) the affected male –
female ratio of 1, strongly support the conclusion of
autosomal recessive inheritance.

Primary mapping of the disease-causing gene
After exclusion of the OPA1, OPA4 and 3-methylglutaconicaciduria type III (OPA3) loci on chromosome 3q28 – q29,
18q12.2 – q12. 3 and 19q13.2 – q13.3, respectively, as well as
the two Wolfram syndrome loci, WFS1 and WFS2 on
chromosome 4p16.1 and 4q22 – q24, respectively, a 10-cM
genome-wide search for homozygosity was performed to

identify the genetic locus associated with the disease. The
genome-wide search in this multiplex family showed only
one chromosomal region in which informative markers
were found to be homozygous in all four patients. Indeed,
all patients shared a common homozygote haplotype on
chromosome 8q21 – q22. One recombination event detected in V2, on one hand, and loss of homozygosity
detected in all patients, on the other hand, enabled us to
define a critical region between D8S1702 and D8S1794,
respectively (Figure 1). The maximum lod score of 3.41 was
obtained at y ¼ 0 with the marker D8S270 (Table 1).
According to the UCSC Human Genome Project Working
Draft database (April 2003 release), the flanking markers
D8S1702 and D8S1794 span a 12 Mb candidate region,
which contains, to date, 25 known genes and 4100
predicted genes.
On the other hand, five other markers were found to be
homozygote in three among the four affected sibs (parents
fully informative; D6S309, D6S292, D15S130, D18S478 and
D22S420). Pairwise lod scores were calculated and shown
on Table 2. These lod scores cannot totally exclude linkage
with the regions of interest, but for 2/5 markers, the
healthy brother was homozygote and genoidentical to his
affected sibs (D6S309 and D22S420; data not shown).
European Journal of Human Genetics
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Table 1 Two-point lod score values between the disease
and the markers of the 8q21 – q22 chromosomal region
Marker

0.00

D8S525
D8S1702
D8S1838
D8S167
D8S271
D8S88
D8S1724
D8S270
D8S1818
D8S1794
D8S1699

999
999
1.20
2.47
3.12
2.41
1.12
3.41
1.27
0.76
1.66

Lod score at y ¼
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.24
0.60
1.08
2.23
2.86
2.17
1.10
3.14
1.13
0.73
1.55

0.04
0.71
0.95
1.98
2.58
1.93
0.97
2.86
0.99
0.68
1.14

0.07
0.62
0.68
1.45
1.99
1.41
0.70
2.56
0.71
0.52
1.06

0.30
0.06
0.39
0.40
0.89
1.34
0.86
0.41
1.58
0.42
0.31
0.63

Maximum pairwise lod score 43 at y ¼ 0 were obtained for D8S271
and D8S270 given in bold. All positive lod scores at y ¼ 0 but o3
reflect either the high frequency of linked alleles in the general
population, the lack of informativity or the loss of homozygosity in
haploidentical-affected sibs.

Table 2 Two-point lod score values between the disease
and five markers (D6S309, D6S292, D15S130, D18S478
and D22S420)
Marker

0.00

D6S309
D6S292
D15S130
D18S478
D22S420

999
999
999
999
999

Lod score at y ¼
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.34
0.36
0.70
0.70
1.33

0.65
0.02
0.77
0.78
0.65

0.67
0.17
0.61
0.66
0.18

0.30
0.45
0.11
0.35
0.41
0.04

Maximum pairwise lod score are shown in bold.

In addition, flanking markers have been systemically
studied for each of the five regions and showed recombination events in affected sibs.

Candidate genes study
To date, 3/25 known genes, that is, the b subunit of the
cone photoreceptor cGMP gated channel encoding gene
(CNGB3), the 2,4-dienoyl-coA reductase encoding gene
(DECR1) and the gene for PDP, have been screened in one
patient of the family by direct sequencing using intronic
primers flanking each exon, as well as the 2 kb promoter of
CNGB3, but no mutations have been found.

Discussion
The existence of isolated ROA has long been discussed. In
1992, Moller reviewed 22 ‘old’ papers suggesting the
existence of a recessive form of simple OA. In particular,
he pointed out that in 1967, Fraser and Friedmann8 found
no such cases in their classic survey on causes of blindness
in children. Likewise, he called to mind the review over 18
years of registration of visually impaired Danish children
showing no case of isolated ROA. Thus, Moller4 concluded
European Journal of Human Genetics

that a clearcut, well-documented pedigree had yet to be
published. We describe here a family with an unambiguous
isolated autosomal recessive form of optic neuropathy,
thus replying to the controversy raised by Moller. It is
worth noting that, in contrast to the few families formerly
reported with a very early and severe form of isolated
autosomal recessive OA, in this pedigree, the four patients
are affected with an early onset but moderately progressive
form of the disease. The clinical phenotype is strikingly
different from the dominant forms (absence of central
scotoma and red – green dyschromatopsia).
Considering that numerous genes have been found to be
involved both in autosomal recessive and dominant diseases
(eg: Rho,9,10 GUCY2D,11,12 CRX,13,14 etc), the two already
known DOA loci (OPA1, OPA4) were studied in this family
by linkage analysis and excluded. Subsequently, allelism
with autosomal recessive syndromic OAs was also considered
but no linkage was found for the OPA3, WFS1 and WFS2 loci.
Consequently, a genome-wide search for homozygosity
was undertaken and a single homozygous region on the
long arm of chromosome 8 (8q21 – q22) found. It is true
that for five markers spared throughout the genome,
homozygosity was found in 3/4 affected sibs. Nevertheless,
for each region, flanking markers have been studied and
showed recombination events in affected sibs. In addition,
it is worth noting that for two markers (D6S309 and
D22S420), the healthy brother was homozygote and genoidentical to his affected sibs. Moreover, for markers D15S130
and D18S478, the homozygote allele has a frequency in the
general population 40.50. Although the lod scores are not
o2, these results are not in favour of linkage.
The absence of any other common homozygous region
in all patients excluded allelism between ROA1 and
additional known loci of syndromic forms of ROA, not
studied at first (these syndromic ROA can be found in the
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man under the query
‘OA’). Convincing lod scores were obtained for several
markers covering the genetic interval at 8q21 – q22. It is
worth noting that the variance of maximal lod score values
at y ¼ 0 only reflects the informativity of markers used.
The 12 Mb physical interval between D8S1702 and
D8S1794 contains numerous genes of interest. Among
them, CNGB3 was first considered. Indeed, although the
phenotype of all patients was strikingly different from that
described in total colour blindness, the report of severe dyschromatopsia close to achromatopsia described in the few
known cases of isolated autosomal recessive OA2,3 prompted
us to search for mutations in this gene; however, no mutation was identified allowing the exclusion of this gene.
It is worth remembering that all known genes involved
in hereditary optic neuropathies are either mitochondrial
(LHON) or encode proteins with high mitochondrial targeting (OPA1, OPA3, TIMM8A (MIM 300356) and SDHA15).
This is why we first decided to screen genes known to
encode mitochondrial protein such as DECR1 and PDP. The
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absence of any mutation in these genes prompts us to
search in the genetic interval defined by D8S1702 and
D8S1794 all proteins potentially targeted to the mitochondria, using the prediction programs MITOPROT and PSORT
II from the Mitochondria Project and PSORT server,
respectively. This work is currently in progress.
Further studies are required to identify the causative ROA
gene in this family and to delineate the role of this locus in
small nonconsanguineous families affected with ROA in
which linkage analysis cannot be conclusive. The identification of genes involved in ROA will allow the dissection
of molecular mechanisms underlying optic neuropathies
to aid genetic counselling and to develop rational therapeutic tools.
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